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Dangerous Gibberish OR
On Paradise Road
Based on the story ‘Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas’ by Hunter S. Thompson
An adaption by Suzanne Day

#1

This is a story of Free Enterprise:
a road trip to Vegas
by two Drs of gonzo journalism.
Some fool in New York did this to us
and it will not be a happy run.
The Great Red Shark is full of medicine
and two frauds with bad hearts,
waiting to be chopped into hamburger.

#2

Riding this strange torpedo
we’ve come to cover the main story of our generation:
degeneration.
Dressed up like human peacocks,
we check in to check out the Mint 400,
an Endurance Contest,
for those at the bar.

#3

As my attorney, Dr Gonzo advises you
to challenge the bastards on their own turf.
There are no flowers in this town,
only carniverous plants.

Memories of this night are extremely hazy - 
total paralysis & forced consiousness expansion
in a hotel room. The desperate assumption 
that somebody
is tending that Light
at the end of the tunnel.

#4

We continued our exaggerated medical experiment
at the Circus Circus,
spraying tables with shit-mist.
The Boss didn’t give a flying fuck
what kind of songs were sung,
just as long
as the beat was heavy
and here and there
a big pervert or woolly reject gimped off
in the distance.



#5

The decision to flee came suddenly.

Crippled by institutional debt
& a very dangerous carload of hazards,
horrors and liabilities,
I switched off the TV madness & disaster
& escaped the white noise and total wax jobs
of the town for a rising sound.

Not even the Sun God wanted to watch.

#6

By the time I got to the Flamingo,
my margin had shrunk to nothing.
My attorney returned
and we felt the drug culture should be personally represented
at the District Attorney’s Conference on Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.
At that compedium of state bullshit
we abused every rule that Vegas lived by
and the I Ching said shush.

#7

Finished in all the right places,
I played Karmageddon with the Great White Whale.
After 5 days in Vegas, it felt like 5 years.
It had been a waste of time,
a lame fuckaround,
but only for those with true grit.
As Good People, we sped up the Strip,
and I began to drink heavily, think heavily
and make many heavy notes.

#8

The American Dream burned down 3 years ago;
and all that’s left are handjobs for the failed seekers
of the Love Generation.
Life depends on how many people
you fuck between here and the door - 
and not everybody loves you, man.
You’ll just have to wait and see,
buy the ticket, take the ride...
then work with what’s left.

BACK COVER

(We just put this thing together for demonstration purposes)


